
Text	Analysis	for	the	Stage	Designer	
	
1. Where are we? geographic location, socioeconomic environment, physical surroundings. 

2. When are we? historic period, time of day, passage of time, etc. 

3. What are action requirements? necessary exits and entrances, interaction with set, abuse of set, etc. 

4. What are essential motivational units? furniture, levels, set dressing, etc. 

5. What are essential properties? hand, dressing, costume, etc.,  

6. What are the lighting requirements? motivational lighting, mood shifts, special effects, etc. 

7. What are sound requirements? type and location of sounds, etc. 

8. What are pivotal dramatic moments?  

9. What is the playwright really saying in this play? 

10. How does the setting change or evolve over time? 

11. What is the major conflict of the play?  

12. In what context does this conflict occur in present times? 

13. Why should the play be presented in its historic context?  

14. How might a contemporary audience accept it? 

15. Could the play take place in a different scenic environment? 

16. What do we know about the main characters from the scenic environment? 

17. Which character changes the most? How? Why? 

18. What aspects of the scenic environment support the theme of the play? 

19. What is overall shape of scenic environment? rectangular?, circular?, horizontal?, vertical?, diagonal? 
etc. 

20. What is overall color, value, and texture of scenic environment? bright red and shiny? murky brown 
like old burlap? 

21. What is quality of scenic environment? ordered or disordered?, clean or dirty? soft or hard edged? etc. 

22. What is the relationship between the performers and audience? What are the boundaries between 
them? 

23. How should scenic environment fit into theatre: perpendicular?, skewed?, in front of proscenium?, 
behind? in audiences lap? etc. 

24. What is importance of area outside of main scenic environment? 

25. Who in the world of the play created the scenic environment? 

26. What part does light play in dramatic action? Sound? 

	


